Dr. Fred Wu's "Guang Hua" Ba Gua Zhang
The information in this article was obtained during an
interview with Dr. Fred Wu at his home in Worthington,
OH on 15 November 1992.
When the Japanese invaded China in the 1930's,
Tianjin became a dangerous place to live and many of
Tianjin's residents fled their homes and moved south.
The Japanese were confiscating all weapons and
arresting or killing those who owned them, therefore,
the martial artists in Tianjin were leaving the city in
large numbers in order to avoid persecution. Although
the migration south disrupted many peoples lives, it
turned out to be a stroke of good luck for a young Wu
Min An (
). Both of the instructors who taught
him Ba Gua Zhang (
) had left Tianjin in the
mid-1930's as a result of the Japanese invasion.
Wu Min An (Fred Wu) was born in Canton in 1916.
Martial arts, Chinese medicine (herbal medicine and
acupuncture), Yi Jing (
) study, Yi Jing astrology,
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and Daoist and Chan (Zen) Buddhist philosophy and
exercises were in his family and so he started studying
all of these aspects of Chinese culture at a very young
age. Wu's grandfather was a well known Hung Gar (
) practitioner and his uncles were skilled in the
Southern style martial arts such as Wing Chun, Hop
Gar, Fu Jow, Choi Lei Fut, etc. Another of Wu's uncles
had practiced Chen style Tai Ji Quan (
) with
the famous Chen Fa Ke (
) in Beijing. Many of
his family elders were skilled martial arts practitioners
and his father and mother were both western trained
medical doctors. Wu studied various styles of martial
arts from his family members, belonged to the Jing
Wu Association (
) in Canton, and later studied
in Shanghai under various martial arts teachers. At
the Shanghai Jing Wu Association school he was able
to study Bo Ji Ba Fa (
) with Zhou Shi Bin
(
). In his youth he studied several different
martial arts styles and health practices including Seven
Star Praying Mantis, Tan Tui (
), Yi Jin Jing (
), White Eyebrow, and various weapons.
In 1935 Wu went to Nanjing to attend the University
of Nanjing American Missionary College and earn his
B.S. degree in horticulture. The Central Martial Arts
Academy (Chong Yang Guo Shu Guan )
was five blocks away from the dormitory where Wu
lived and he would frequently pass by and watch the
students practice. Students enrolled in the Central
Martial Arts Academy came from all areas of China and
were required to pass a difficult entrance examination
before being selected to attend. Training at the
Academy was a full time occupation, however, the
Academy also offered a part-time program for local
Nanjing and surrounding district residents and,
fortunately for Wu, the person teaching that program
was Ba Gua Zhang instructor Sun Xi Kun (
).
Wu was able to take private Ba Gua Zhang lessons
with Sun Xi Kun at Sun's home in 1937. Sun had
been a Ba Gua Zhang student of Cheng Ting Hua's (
) eldest son, Cheng You Lung (
- who was
also known as Cheng Hai Ting ). Sun had
been one of the chief instructors at a large martial
arts school in Tianjin before he moved to Nanjing.
Unfortunately, Wu was only able to study with Sun for
a few months before the events of the war with Japan
caused his college to shut down. While Wu was in
Nanjing he also had the opportunity to study Zi Ran
Men (
- Natural Style Boxing) with Wan Lai Sheng
(
). Sun Xi Kun had begun Wu's Ba Gua practice
by teaching him Ba Gua Zhan Zhuang (
standing practice) and breathing exercises, Qi Gong (
), the single and double palm changes and other
basic Ba Gua exercises and fighting techniques.
When the University was shut down and moved
to Hankow, they told all of the students to go home
and wait for notification concerning relocation of the

University and when it would
reopen. Wu wanted to continue
studying Ba Gua Zhang so before
Wu left for Hankow, Sun Xi Kun
gave him a letter of introduction
to Sun Lu Tang (
). Sun Xi
Kun heard that Sun Lu Tang had
gone to Hankow from Jiang Su,
however, he did not know that
Sun Lu Tang had already died
by the time he gave Wu the
letter. Unable to study with
Sun Lu Tang, Wu returned home
to Canton and enrolled in the
National Chong Shan (Dr. Sun
Yat Sen) University which had
accepted his credits from his
previous college.
Wu did not stay in Canton
for long. In 1938 he traveled to
Hong Kong and stayed with his
Aunt for a short time and then,
after traveling to Vietnam, ended
up in Kunming, Yunnan Province
Fred Wu (Wu Min An), left, poses with his Ba Gua Zhang teacher
studying at a coalition university
Li Zhuang Fei, center, and classmate Jiang Wen Yu in 1946
for eight months. While in
in Chong Jing, China
Kunming, Wu received a letter
from the University of Nanjing
Li Zhuang Fei, also known as Li Qiu Lei (
saying that they had reopened in Cheng Du, Sichuan
), was born in Tianjin, China. His father's sister was
Province. Wu traveled to Sichuan and completed his
the first Chinese woman to study western medicine in
college education.
America (she studied at Smith College). When he was
After Wu graduated from the University of Nanjing
in 1940, he got a job in Chong Jing (Chung King) with young, Li liked to fight and he practiced Shaolin (
), Tie Sha Zhang (
), Pai Da (
the federal government working for the Ministry of ), Shuai Chiao (
),
Daoist
exercises,
herbal
medicine,
and
massage.
Agriculture and Forestry. When Wu was in Chong Jing
His
Aunt
wanted
Li
to
get
a
good
education
and
he met his second Ba Gua Zhang teacher, Li Zhuang Fei
make
something
of
himself
so
she
enrolled
him
in
the
(
). Li was working for a local newspaper writing
Yen
Ching
University's
College
of
Divinity,
a
famous
a column on martial arts history and giving martial
arts technical advice to the readers. Wu had read his American missionary school in Beijing. She wanted Li
column and thus was familiar with Li Zhuang Fei's to study to become a minister. Li Zhuang Fei did not
name. One day while he was taking a walk, Wu saw like studying at the college and so he got into a fight
an advertisement for martial arts instruction outside with a few of his classmates in order to get himself
a local hotel. The teacher offering the instruction was expelled. After Li left the university he and his friend
Li Zhuang Fei. Wu immediately went and enrolled Wu Meng Xia went together to study Ba Gua Zhang
with Han Mu Xia. They studied Ba Gua Zhang and
in the class.
Wu Meng Xia (
) and Li Zhuang Fei were close Xing Yi Quan with Han for a total of five years. Li
friends and had both been a Ba Gua students of both Zhaung Fei received official acceptance into the 4th
generation (Shan generation ) of Ba Gua Zhang
Han Mu Xia (
) and Gao Yi Sheng (
). Han
from Han Mu Xia.
Mu Xia was one of Zhang Zhao Dong's (
) top Xing
Fred Wu states that the Ba Gua Zhang that Han
Yi Quan (
) and Ba Gua Zhang students (see Pa
taught Wu Meng Xia and Han Mu Xia was not the same
Kua Chang Journal Vol., 3, No. 6). According to Wu, Li
as that taught to Han by Zhang Zhao Dong. Wu says
had first studied with Han Mu Xia in Beijing and then
that according to both Li Zhuang Fei and Wu Meng
moved to Tainjin where he studied with Gao Yi Sheng
Xia, Han met a Daoist Ba Gua teacher who taught
for four or five years.
him a style called "Guang Hua" Ba Gua Zhang which
Wu studied "Guang Hua Mountain" Ba Gua Zhang,
originated from the Guang Hua Mountain area of
Xing Yi Quan, Tai Ji Quan, Yin Yang Ba Pan Zhang (
Jiangsu Province. Wu states that according to Li
), Qi Gong, Daoist exercises, acupuncture Zhuang Fei, the Daoist who taught Han Mu Xia could
massage, and herbal medicine with Li Zhuang Fei from have been one of the two students of Bi Cheng Xia (
1941 until 1946. His teacher granted him ranking in
). Legend says that Bi Cheng Xia's two students
the 5th generation (Yong generation ) of Ba Gua were Bi Deng Xia and Bi Yue Xia.1
Zhang in 1946 in Chong Jing, China.
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Han Mu Xia's Ba Gua consisted of basic Qi and
footwork training, eight circle walking postures, Chuan
Jiu Gong (
), Zhuan Huan Zhang (
- this
includes single and double palm changes), Pre-heaven
Ba Gua, (also known as "Eight Big Body Turning Ba
Gua" or Ba Da Fan Shen ), Wu Long Bai
Wei Zhang (
- Black Dragon Waves its Tail),
Post-heaven 64 fighting palms, and weaponry.
Fred Wu says that after Li Zhuang Fei and Wu Meng
Xia had studied with Han Mu Xia for five years, they
heard that Gao Yi Sheng was also teaching "Guang
Hua" Ba Gua Zhang and they went to meet Gao Yi
Sheng in Tianjin and became his students. They found
that Gao and Han had the same 64 fighting palms with
the same Chinese word names and their techniques
were very much the same with only small deviations.
The pre-heaven palms and the "Black Dragon Waves
its Tail" were somewhat different. The similarity in the
64 fighting palms puzzled Li Zhuang Fei and Wu Meng
Xia because it was said that Gao Yi Sheng and Han
Mu Xia had never met. Li Zhaung Fei assumed that
Song Yi Ren (
), the person who Gao said taught
him the 64 post-heaven Ba Gua, was also one of the
two students of Bi Cheng Xia. Fred Wu says that to
resolve this puzzle, Wu Meng Xia and Li Zhuang Fei
arranged a meeting between Han Mu Xia and Gao Yi
Sheng. According to what Li Zhuang Fei told Fred Wu,
when Gao and Li finally met each other they did not
have much to say to one another. They exchanged
polite greetings and the conversation remained very
light. Thus the origin of the 64 fighting palms remains
a mystery.
Li studied with Gao Yi Sheng for four or five years.
His Tai Ji Quan came from Yang Ban Hou's (
)
student, Niu Lian Yuan (
). He later also privately
exchanged his Ba Gua Zhang with a friend for the
study of Yin Yang Ba Pan Zhang. Wu says that his
teacher taught him the Ba Gua he had learned from
both Han Mu Xia and Gao Yi Sheng. He states that

Fred Wu with some of his Ba Gua students

Fred Wu stands in the Ba Gua Zhan Zhuang (stance
keeping) posture which he learned from Sun Xi Kun
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the straight line techniques taught by both men were
similar, however, there were some small differences.
When the war with Japan was coming to an end,
President Chiang Kai Shek (
) began to make
plans to rebuild the country and established a program
to send young college graduates to study abroad and
receive practical training. Eight thousand people from
all over China worked in the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry and many applied to take the examination in
order to be selected for the program. Fred Wu passed
the examination and won a scholarship to study in the
United States. In 1947 Wu entered Ohio State University
to study for his master's degree in horticulture.
By the time Wu graduated from Ohio State in 1950,
the Communists were in power in China and Chiang
Kai Shek's government had retreated to Taiwan. With
no job to return to in China, Wu decided to stay in the
United States. However, jobs for foreign-born residents
in America were also hard to find in the agriculture
field and so Wu stayed in college and earned his Ph.D.
in Plant Biochemistry in the Agricultural Biochemistry
department at Ohio State University in 1957. During
a visit to Hong Kong in 1964, Wu had the opportunity
to meet many of the prominent martial artists in
various fields and studied Yi Quan Zhuang Zhang Gong
(
), Qi Gong, Qin Na (
), Eagle Claw and
weaponry.
While he was attending college, Wu continued to
practice his martial arts. Occasionally people would see
him practicing and ask what he was doing. A number

of people expressed interest in learning the martial
arts from Wu and so in 1958 he started teaching Tai
Ji Quan and Ba Gua Zhang and has been teaching
ever since. Wu claims to be the first Chinese Kung Fu
teacher in the mid-west to open up and teach to the
non-Chinese speaking public. Although there were
Chinese martial arts teachers teaching in Chicago, Wu
says that they were only teaching Chinese residents
at that time.
Dr. Fred Wu's Ba Gua Zhang
Fred Wu's Ba Gua Zhang, like both the Han and Gao
styles of Ba Gua that he studied from Li Zhuang Fei,
is divided into the pre-heaven and post-heaven sets.
The pre-heaven set consists of the eight traditional
circle changes plus the single palm change, double
palm change, and another changed called "Black
Dragon Whips it Tail." Wu explains that the single
and double palm changes form the foundation of the
practice and the "Black Dragon Whips its Tail" change
is the link between the pre-heaven and post-heaven
sets. Additionally, as in most all styles of Ba Gua,
Wu's system has a set of mother palms, which he calls

Two of Fred Wu's students practice the postheaven Ba Gua two-person exercise

Fred Wu studied Ba Gua Zhang from Sun Xi Kun
(shown above) in 1937
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Fu Xi Ba Gua (
), whereby the practitioner holds
static postures while walking the circle. Wu explains
that the Fu Xi Ba Gua practice is mainly for Qi ( )
development. Wu also refers to the circular Ba Gua
method as Ba Da Fan Shen (
), or "Eight Big
Body Turning" Ba Gua.
Wu says that when teaching beginning students
the circular Ba Gua, the first stage is to perform the
movements soft and slow so that the mind can learn to
dictate what the body is doing and the body will learn
to be soft. He states that performing the movements
slowly helps train the body to listen to the mind.
Additionally, the body can effect the mind. Wu says that
when the body is moving slowly, the slow movement
creates a calm mind. He emphasizes that this level of
training brings the mind and body into balance. Wu
also tells his students that although the body becomes
soft, it must still have power. The classic saying in
the internal arts is that "soft wins over hard," however,
the "soft" has to have energy behind it. Wu gives his
students the analogy of still air becoming a tornado to
demonstrate how something soft can have power.
When walking in the standard Ba Gua Zhang
posture, Wu tells his students to concentrate on the
"tiger's mouth," located between the index finger and
the thumb. He says that the index finger is the leader
of the Qi. The shape of the palm is such that the little
finger and the ring finger are held together. Wu says
that the connection of the little finger and ring finger
join the heart and pericardium meridians, strengthens
the power of the palm, and forms a very stable striking
surface. He says in order to prove this to yourself,
go ahead and chop something with the fingers apart
and then chop with the fingers together, you will
immediately feel the difference. Wu also says that when
hitting, one should strike with the bones just at the
base of the palm. When the little finger and ring finger
are together, it is easier to focus on this point.
When practicing the circular Ba Gua, Wu teaches

the center. Wu explains that all three techniques
convey the same general principle which is that one
should protect the center and not let it be controlled
by the opponent. He teaches his Ba Gua students how
to perform all three skills - empty the center, move the
center, and fortify the center.

Wu tells his students that
although the body becomes soft,
it must still have power.
When teaching the post-heaven Ba Gua, Wu
emphasizes that Guang Hua Mountain Ba Gua makes
full use of kicking, fists, elbows, hips, shoulders, back,
knees, and forehead as well as the palms. He says
that some practitioners mistakenly think that Ba Gua
Zhang only utilizes the palms in application. All of Wu's
students are required to go through hand-finger-fist
hardening training similar to Tie Sha Zhang's Mung
bean thrusting. His students also undergo "body abuse
training" or Pei Da Gong. When his students are ready
to learn the post-heaven set, he teaches them one new
set per week and thus it takes them sixty-four weeks
to learn the entire set. But this is only the beginning.
Wu states that just as the hexagrams of the Yi Jing (
- Book of Changes) have six changing lines, each
of the sixty-four sets of the post-heaven Ba Gua has six
variations. He explains that each of the six variations
associated with each of the sixty-four post-heaven
sets are very effective when used in fighting, they are
actually referred to as "poison techniques" in Chinese.
Wu states that variation is the most important aspect
in learning how to fight. He says that the basic linear
form movements are practiced so that the student can
understand the main points of the practice such as
structure, coordination, and timing. Learning how
to really apply the techniques in fighting comes from
studying the six variations.
In training his students, Wu will show them three
of the variations of each of the sixty-four sets and then
require the students to figure out the other three on
their own through research of the principles associated
with each set. Wu says that requiring the students to
conduct their own research to figure out the variations
teaches them to think for themselves. He states that
this part of the training comes from Han Mu Xia. Han
taught six variations to each of his straight line Guang
Hua Ba Gua sets in his system.
After Wu's students learn and practice the 64
fighting techniques of the post-heaven Guang Hua Ba
Gua, he shows them the two-person sets in order to
teach them to develop proper distance, timing, power
and speed in applying their techniques. Subsequent
to the two-person sets, Wu's students are required to go
through many weeks of free sparring practice amongst
themselves and with students from other schools.
Later, they advance to learn Ba Gua weaponry.

two methods of stepping. One is the familiar tang ni
bu (
) step. In this step the foot slides out flat
when the practitioner walks forward. Wu says that
his teacher Li Zhuang Fei told him that after the Ba
Gua practitioner has practiced the tang ni bu step
for several years, the power in the step is such that
the practitioner can walk into a rope which has been
stretched out at shin level and break it. Li also told Wu
that there was an old saying in the Ba Gua community
about the circle walk practice which said that when the
student first started walking the circle he was to plant
a small tree and begin walking around it everyday.
When the student had practiced long enough that the
tree was taller than the student, he or she would then
have skill at circle walking. The other circle walking
step Wu teaches is the deng step (
). This is a
natural walking step and is used for speed. In this step
the heel digs into the ground when stepping.
Wu teaches that in the pre-heaven Ba Gua circular
footwork and changing postures, the student learns
how to continually change his center so no opponent
can touch it. Wu states that if your center is touched,
you are in trouble. He says that Sun Lu Tang wrote
that Tai Ji Quan empties the center, Ba Gua Zhang
changes the center, and Xing Yi Quan (
) fortifies
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Beyond Simple Form Practice
Fred Wu's teaching philosophy, which comes from
his teacher Li Zhuang Fei, is to teach his students so
that they become better than he is. He emphasizes
that they should take what he has given them and go
forward to research and improve the art. Wu often
tells his students that their have been a good number
of researchers and scholars in every field of endeavor
who have invented new ideas, new methods, new
developments, and went on to win Nobel prizes while
their colleagues simply teach the old methods without
exploring the boundaries of their work. Wu states
that in order to improve our arts, we want progress,
advances, and new developments, not teachers who
are always better than their students because they
hold them back. He encourages his students to look
beyond what they have been taught.
Wu says that the best part of the practice is to learn
how to transcend the "practice." When performing
the pre-heaven form movements, it is not simply a
matter of walking around in circles and changing the
postures - it becomes a meditation. The concentration
is focused on the lower dan tian (
), the energy

power house of the body. When the power house
becomes full, the energy moves up to the other two dan
tians (middle and upper) and then the Bai Hui point
at the crown of the head opens. When this happens
the practitioner can receive messages from nature
and sharpen the intuition. This is moving beyond the
realm of normal physical exercise.
Wu also encourages his students to study the
philosophical principles which form the theory of Ba
Gua practice. He says that if a practitioner does not
know the theory and philosophy, they cannot research
the art beyond what their teacher has taught them.
The philosophy is worth pursuing in order to develop
as an artist and an individual. Wu feels that learning
the history of a style and its philosophy will help the
student understand all aspects of the art.
Fred Wu now teaches students at his home in
Worthington, Ohio. He currently teaches Tai Ji Quan,
Ba Gua Zhang, and other various forms of gong fu.
Footnote:

1) The existence of the Daoist Bi Cheng Xia and his students is a popular
topic of debate among Ba Gua Zhang practitioners. See Pa Kua Chang
Journal Vol. 3, No. 2

Fred Wu's teacher, Li Zhuang Fei, studied with both Gao Yi Sheng and Han Mu Xia. Han Mu Xia was one
of Zhang Zhou Dong's top Xing Yi and Ba Gua students. Han Mu Xia is shown above (seventh from the left
- tall man in center to the right of the small child). Han Mu Xia also taught Ba Gua and Xing Yi to Zhou
En Lai. Zhou is standing ninth from the left. One of Zhang Zhou Dong's other top students, Liu Pu Qing
is standing third from left. Liu Hai Tao is standing fifth from left (on the left side of the small child). The
group is standing in front of Han Mu Xia's school.
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